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Creative group of various fields specialists has begin the work on the producing of number of multimedia
CD-ROM deal with the world cultural heritage.
CD-ROM "Medieval Ukrainian Icon" - is the first from this series. It's not large but very important part
of world's cultural heritage. In order to get acquaintance with the medieval iconic art for as many users as
possible, CD will be issued on various languages: Ukrainian, Russian, English, German, Poland.
Our disk will open to you the world of Ukrainian spiritual art from the time of grand dukes of Kiev Rus up
to the stormy years of Moskoviya king IV Grozny rule. For miracle. Quivering love, admiration for the
Eternity. In the images of Christian saints you will reveal for yourselves a refined aesthetics of the
Ukrainian Middle Ages, compiemented by the music of the chorales.
The disk contains 106 full images and more 500 separate fragments of icons of XII-XVI centuries. You can
easily look through the images on any selected theme and to receive the necessary information.
The disk has a glossary, in which there is a list of the text articles about saints, about church ceremonies,
structure of an icon, icon board etc.
The bases of the images and glossary are connected among themselves by references, through which it is
possible to pass from the images to the text and on the contrary.
You can look through icons in support of Ukrainian church music and choral singing. It is possible to
choose, to switch on\off music if it's necessary.
At the bottom of the screen the line of the messages is organized, on which you can see a content of
operations, executed by you.
This work is done under the guide of Lubov Geraskova and lon Pyslaru in close cooperation with "Atlant-l"
with the support of Ukrainian Orthodox Church and promoting assistance of Victor Kitasty the Director of
American House under American Embassy.
The necessary equipment and programs:
IBM PC 586 and higher, RAM 4Mb and more, SVGA 256 Color, 4 Mb on HD, double speed CD drive.
Sound Card 16 bit. Windows 5.1 x or Windows'95.

